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NO IMPACT LOGIC



Together, the various activities conducted by the human race significantly 
affect the stability of the ecosystem. The system of processes connected to 
our production growth is facing the challenge of reducing its environmental 
impact in terms of the consumption of natural resources and harmful production 
emissions.  OECE assesses the impact of its activities and products and promotes 
the best technologies available and a more efficient use of resources by adopting 
all suitable measures for limiting the effects of its activities on the environment.



strong beautiful surfaces

For OECE, environmental sustainability 

means, above all, introducing 

production processes that reduce 

emissions and depend less and less 

on non-renewable sources. We invest 

in research to increasingly reduce our 

impact on the environment because 

the future can only be reached from a 

present that can regenerate.

This has given rise to a generation of 

innovative, high performance eco-

sustainable products for both indoors and 

outdoors because we want to imagine a 

better future without  compromising our 

customary levels of performance.

For OECE, acting in a perfectly eco-

compatible manner is a must. Because 

the inhabitants of this planet should 

always be able to enjoy clean air and a 

clear sky. 



DHARMA

Its production approach seeks to exploit the most advanced technologies for reducing 

environmental impact, especially by means of its RAMA technology that uses raw 

materials from non-fossil sources. The innovative linchpin of this approach rests 

mainly on the simultaneous use of specially allocated bio-resources and specific bio-

renewable sources with compositions and sizes that are clearly defined and can be 

traced via the C14 method.

The LOTO project develops ready-to-use, high, dry residue products that significantly 

reduce the emission of volatile organic compounds.

The range of waterborne products developed by the OECE laboratories contributes 

effectively to reducing environmental impact by reducing VOC emissions.

With its SAMSARA project, OECE has created a wide range of odour-free, low 

hazard products, containing low monomer content isocyanates or based on alternative 

isocyanate-free technology.

                      DHARMA
This is why OECE has created an integrated program of environmental sustainability



Today’s ever-increasing focus on the environment has induced manufacturers to take note of ecological 
issues, but many obstacles still hamper the diffusion of responsible and reliable approaches. 

The philosophy that OECE has always followed and the power of The Sherwin-Williams Company 
have enabled us to devise this programme whose mission is specifically to develop innovative, high 
performance products that truly respect the environment.

SOLVENT-BASED, PIGMENTED PRODUCTS

White PU basecoat 230-9031/2

Black PU basecoat 230-9909/2
NOTE:   DRY   A+B >= 50%

CLEAR PRODUCTS

Acrylic gloss topcoat 412-0015/99
NOTE:   A+B = does not need to be diluted

TECHNOLOGY 

LOTO

RAW MATERIALS FROM RENEWABLE SOURCES

Primer for exteriors 45G-0001/2

Natural oil 657-0023

Vegetable-based oil 657-0001

Vegetable-based oil 657-0010

Amber-coloured oil for teak 657-0016
Waterborne self-sealer for parquet 41B-0015/XX

TECHNOLOGY 

RAMA

RAW MATERIALS WITH ALLOCATED CARBON

Topcoat for exteriors 41G-0001/30

Basecoat for interiors 435-000G/2

Topcoat for interiors 415-000G/30

ODOUR-FREE

Styrene-free PE 138-9004/2

Styrene-free PE 138-0001/2
White PU basecoat 238-9040/2
White gloss topcoat 218-9005/95
Clear matt topcoat 218-0007/20

Matt transparent acrylic topcoat 418-0001/XX
Black pigmented acrylic topcoat 418-9901/10

TECHNOLOGY 

SAMSARA

ISOCYANATE-FREE  (ISONIX)

ISONIX basecoat 23G-0001/2

ISONIX topcoat 21G-0001/XX
Hardener for ISONIX 81G-03

DHARMA PRODUCT RANGE
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Sherwin-Williams Italy S.r.l. - Export Department
Via del Fiffo 12 - 40065 Pianoro (BO) - Italy
Ph. +39 051 770511 - Fax +39 051 70528
export@oece.it 

Technical Service:
Ph. +39 051 770770 - Fax +39 051 770521
technicalservice@sherwin.com www.oece.it


